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TRAECE - LTTA Personal Feedback 6/2021
To be together via internet for four days is quite hard. As we are at our workplaces, there is
always someone of collegues disturbing or asking something…. To meet in reality with
project partners is more efficient and concentrated working version.
It would be ok to meet for shorter period (one-two days, one afternoon etc).
In nearest future the practical use of the matrix+tool is the main aim.
----Focus: The 4 days in general (LTTA)
Evaluation of LTTA
Deepen the reflection (tips for changes and amendments concerning the construction of future
LTTAs)
- a lot of repetitions in the content
- the usage of breakout rooms was not functional in the first two days because we were
reflecting of topics that we have already talked about in the main room
- variety of methods was good
- the training with the database was really good
- to get to know tools such as wonder me was really good
new needs and wishes
longer breaks; focus more on the training with the database and shorter input; more cultural
exchange with the people we are going to work with
Wishes for support in using the tools
Tutorials for the hosts
Wishes for further cooperation
Plan concrete exchanges with our partners
-----Evaluation of LTTA
- Deepen the reflection (tips for changes and amendments concerning the construction of
future LTTAs), new needs and wishes
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I think the physical meetings are very good. To learn and to know about the systems in the
different countries is very important to make a matrix or to encourage the internationalization.
May be more training during the year- evening or once per 2 months.
Supervise 1 per year if we have to make chances
- Wishes for support in using the tools
I am going to practice and then see if I have questions.
- Wishes for further cooperation
I would like to see the projectgroup a few times per year so we keep contact and learn from
each other.
-----Evaluation LTTA 17-20 May 2021
Unfortunately no physical opportunity to be in Italy. It has been four long and intensive days.
Great results have been achieved. Matrix has been tuned and the demo is satisfactory.
I hope that there will be a follow-up. It would be a pity if the contacts were lost. The
conditions are good and now it's time to reap the benefits of our cooperation. I hope for a
sustainable cooperation with all partners.
Together with others, I am going to share it with our teams. This offers great opportunities for
teachers and students. The powerful thing is twofold:
The matrix is unambiguous and can be filled in objectively.
The demo offers a lot of clarity and can be followed in real time.
Big compliment for the organisation!
----… for me it had been four really interesting days. Thank you for that! I got a good idea about
the Project, the matrix and about the database as well. It was interesting to get to know the
other partners an also to get an impression of the practical work. It might had been much more
interesting to get to know them not just virtually.
I can´t say much about the wishing for support. Supposingly (my colleague) knows about the
matrix and about the database very well. I regard the database as a great tool, which is really
helpful. Maybe problems occur while using it, maybe not.
I cannot speak for my institution, I personally wish for further cooperation to have a bigger
variety of possibilities for exchanges in our institution for our students and also for teachers.
---The activity is too long. Maybe with this tools we could increase the frequency of the meeting
(e.g. every month) but have it brief (on progresses and project coordinators or focused on very
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specific topics) instead of having very long activities once in while. Without accommodation
budget and time consuming travels it is relatively easy to meet more often.
Brief introduction for not members of the partnership not only on project results but also on
educational systems in different countries
Good the interactive parts in the breakout rooms
Good the database part but more exercise needed – maybe also a brief afternoon part
No need for support in using the database (in this region), we could help (our) organizations
in using it if they joined a mobility activity
I will ask the (…) schools that we met and other (via the city of (…)) what about the
possibility to travel or to host from other countries. I could also ask if the University could be
interested in sending trainees of Science of Education or Primary Education Science
----Deepen the reflection (tips for changes and amendments concerning the construction of
future LTTAs), new needs and wishes:
For me, the meetings were very interesting and informative. Especially the time in the
breakout rooms were good to get other perspectives and make contacts. I would have liked to
have had more time to try out the tools. The one hour was too short for me, other items on the
agenda were too long. I think this is difficult to plan :-)
Wishes for support in using the tools:
I would like to make concrete contacts so that we can send students to the participating
countries. However, I would definitely like to introduce our existing cooperation partners
from Italy, Spain and the Netherlands into the programme. Maybe with some tutorials or
helpful material. Hopefully I will succeed. One question: can these exchanges be financed
normally through Erasmus+ or is it financed through TRAECE?
Wishes for further cooperation
It would be nice if we could share our practical experiences in the future and perhaps make
changes based on that. A face-to-face meeting would be great for this. The virtual format
cannot replace that.
Would it also be possible to be informed about such projects at an early stage? What can I do
to receive such project information?
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